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Stability of active mantle upwelling revealed by net
characteristics of plate tectonics
Clinton P. Conrad1, Bernhard Steinberger2,3 & Trond H. Torsvik3,4,5

Viscous convection within the mantle is linked to tectonic plate
motions1–3 and deforms Earth’s surface across wide areas4–6. Such
close links between surface geology and deep mantle dynamics
presumably operated throughout Earth’s history, but are difficult
to investigate for past times because the history of mantle flow is
poorly known7. Here we show that the time dependence of globalscale mantle flow can be deduced from the net behaviour of surface
plate motions. In particular, we tracked the geographic locations of
net convergence and divergence for harmonic degrees 1 and 2 by
computing the dipole and quadrupole moments of plate motions
from tectonic reconstructions8,9 extended back to the early Mesozoic
era. For present-day plate motions, we find dipole convergence in
eastern Asia and quadrupole divergence in both central Africa and
the central Pacific. These orientations are nearly identical to the
dipole and quadrupole orientations of underlying mantle flow,
which indicates that these ‘net characteristics’ of plate motions
reveal deeper flow patterns. The positions of quadrupole divergence
have not moved significantly during the past 250 million years,
which suggests long-term stability of mantle upwelling beneath
Africa and the Pacific Ocean. These upwelling locations are positioned above two compositionally and seismologically distinct10
regions of the lowermost mantle, which may organize global mantle
flow11 as they remain stationary over geologic time12.
Viscous convection of Earth’s mantle dissipates our planet’s internal
heat, and, because it mobilizes Earth’s surface, it is ultimately responsible for the Earth’s long history of intense geological activity. Indeed,
supercontinent formation and destruction13, epeirogeny4,5, mountainbuilding6, intraplate volcanism12 and plate tectonic motions1–3 have
been linked directly to viscous flow in the mantle. Yet, despite these
close links, the outlines of present-day global mantle flow have only
recently become delineated using tomographic images of the mantle’s
heterogeneous density structure to inform viscous flow modelling of
the mantle6,14. Even this has been complicated by the uncertain interpretation of mantle tomography, especially concerning the role of two
large low shear-wave velocity provinces (LLSVPs) observed in the lowermost mantle beneath Africa and the Pacific Ocean15. Active upwelling
from these regions helps to explain patterns of seismic anisotropy14,
plate motions3, orogeny5,6 and long-wavelength topography4, but seismological constraints suggest that these regions are compositionally
dense16–18. Under these conditions, thermochemical convection can
help explain the geometry of upwellings19, but their stability depends
on the interaction of the LLSVP regions with mantle flow20. Our knowledge of mantle flow patterns is even poorer for past times, because
direct geologic constraints on flow are few and past mantle-density
heterogeneity can only be inferred from time-reversed flow models21 or
inverse methods22 based on present-day mantle structure, or subduction models that do not include active mantle upwelling1.
Because they are ultimately linked to mantle convection, plate motions
should contain information about the underlying mantle flow patterns.
Indeed, shear tractions exerted by mantle flow on the lithospheric base

may be a primary driver of plate motions1–3 and thus directly link
surface tectonics to interior dynamics. We can exploit this link for past
times by using tectonic reconstructions of plate motions, which are
becoming increasingly better constrained8,9, to infer patterns of past
mantle flow. We achieve this by examining the net properties of plate
motions, which should reflect the ‘average’ response of Earth’s lithosphere to long-wavelength viscous mantle flow. Net rotation of the
lithosphere (Fig. 1a) has previously been linked to present-day mantle
flow14, but its utility for past times8 may be limited because observations of net rotation are highly dependent on the choice of mantle
reference frame. By contrast, the relative motions between plates are
less dependent on reference frame and are of larger amplitude than net
rotation rates. To exploit these attributes, we define several new metrics
of relative plate motions that are useful for constraining the interaction
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Figure 1 | Definitions of net characteristics. Plate motions for net rotation
(a), net dipole (b), net quadrupole (c), and net stretching (d) (green arrows; see
Supplementary Fig. 2), and their net characteristic vector definitions
(R, D, 6Q and 1S, respectively, and the m1, m2 and m3 eigenvectors; see
Methods) are shown. The symbols used to denote pole locations are an
encircled dot or cross for positive or negative net rotation poles (a), plus or
minus within a diamond for positive or negative dipoles (b), plus, circle or
minus signs within a circle for positive, null, or negative quadrupoles (c) and
dots or crosses for compressive or extensional net stretching poles (d).
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between plate tectonics and mantle flow, and apply them to published
reconstructions of plate motions both for present and past times.
We defined three new ‘net characteristics’ of plate motions by performing different integrations of the tectonic plate motion vector field
over the surface of the Earth (see Methods). The plate tectonic dipole
vector D defines a ‘net convergence pole’ towards which plates are
moving in an average sense away from an antipodal ‘net divergence
pole’ (Fig. 1b). The plate tectonic quadrupole, defined by the quadrupole deformation matrix Q (see Methods), describes a second-order
pattern of net plate motions associated with net hemispheric convergence towards two antipodal ‘positive’ poles and divergence away from
two antipodal ‘negative’ poles located 90u away from the positive quadrupoles (Fig. 1c). This quadrupole motion occurs as revolution about
two intermediate null poles (Fig. 1c). Plate tectonic net stretching,
defined by deformation matrix S (see Methods), describes convergence
towards the two null poles of the quadrupole and divergence away
from an equator midway between them (Fig. 1d). These net characteristics describe plate motions at the largest scales; they are influenced
by both rapid regional-scale (for example, northwestern North American
convergence) and gradual global-scale deformations (for example,
the circum-Africa ridge system), but are dominated by the longestwavelength large-amplitude deformations.
We computed these net characteristics for present-day plate motions
(Fig. 2a) and for vector fields associated with two major plate-driving
forces: slab pull and basal shear tractions (Fig. 2b). The relevant pole
locations for all three net characteristics (D, Q and S) are approximately co-located for both plate motions and plate-driving forces. For
example, dipole convergence of plate tectonics occurs in eastern Asia,

dominated by convergent motion of the Pacific, Australian, Indian,
African and Eurasian plates towards this location (Fig. 2a). The fact
that slab pull also converges on average towards this location (Fig. 2b)
is perhaps not surprising because subduction results from plate convergence. The convergence of basal tractions towards eastern Asia
(Fig. 2b), however, reflects net motion of sub-lithospheric mantle flow
towards this region. Within the mantle, downwelling occurs in this
location (Fig. 2c), facilitated by a long history of subduction in the
western Pacific that is observed tomographically23. The co-location
of these dipoles thus not only indicates the importance of basal tractions
for driving plate motions1,3, but also illustrates a direct link between
plate motions and global-scale patterns of mantle flow.
The quadrupole moments for plate motions, slab pull and basal
tractions are also aligned together (Fig. 2). In particular, quadrupole
convergence for all three vector fields is centred in the western Pacific
and South America (Fig. 2a), near regions of subduction and above
major mantle downwellings (Fig. 2c). Similarly, quadrupole divergence is found in the central Pacific and eastern Africa (Fig. 2a, b),
above major upwelling regions of the mantle (Fig. 2c) and just east of
the location of the LLSVPs in the lowermost mantle (Fig. 2a). Poles
orienting (negative) net stretching are also co-located near the geographic poles (Fig. 2a, b), which reflects the equatorial locations of the
quadrupoles. As for the dipole, this co-location of quadrupoles reveals
the direct link between surface plate motions and mantle flow patterns
at depth. If we assume that this link also persisted for alternative plate
configurations that existed in the past, then we can use dipole and
quadrupole orientations computed for reconstructed past plate motions
to infer the large-scale geometry of ancient mantle flow patterns.
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Figure 2 | Association of plate tectonic net characteristics with those of
underlying mantle flow. a, b, Net characteristic pole locations (symbols as in
Fig. 1) for the dipole, quadrupole and net stretching components of present-day
surface plate motions28 (black symbols) (a) and for plate tectonic driving forces
associated with slab pull29 (blue symbols) and basal tractions on plates30 (red
symbols) (b). c, A mantle cross-section cutting through great circle ABCD
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(drawn on maps in all panels) shows the tomographic shear velocity anomaly23
(colours, also drawn in map view in a at 2,800 km depth), the associated mantle
flow field14 (green arrows), surface plate motion (black arrows), and net
characteristic dipole and quadrupole locations for plate motions (black
symbols).
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To determine how dipole and quadrupole orientations have changed
during Earth’s recent history, we computed D and Q from a tectonic
reconstruction of global plate motions for the past 150 million years
(Myr) (ref. 8) that we have extended back to 250 Myr ago by combining
palaeomagnetic constraints on absolute and relative plate motions in
the African hemisphere24,25 with a reconstruction of the Pacific basin9.
The latter is largely synthetic (and thus uncertain) because all Triassic
sea floor and any Jurassic hotspot tracks for the Pacific have been lost to
subduction. Nevertheless, since 250 Myr ago dipole convergence has
generally remained near eastern Asia (Fig. 3a), reflecting the long-term
stability of major downwelling beneath this area. Indeed, the stationary
position of the Eurasian continent has been noted26, and is consistent
with persistent downwelling of slabs from the adjacent Panthalassa
Ocean. The central Pacific and eastern Africa positions of quadrupole
divergence have also remained stable above the eastern edges of the
LLSVPs (Fig. 3b), which is consistent with the long-term stability of
upwelling in these areas. In contrast, the locations of quadrupole convergence have circumscribed Panthalassa, finally resting along its
northwestern (and southeastern) edges during the late Cretaceous
period (Fig. 3b), about the time that subduction of increasingly younger
lithosphere in the northern Pacific9 may have diminished downwelling
flow beneath this region. While migration of the convergent quadrupoles reflects changes in the dominant location of subduction-induced
downwelling flow, the stationary nature of the divergent quadrupoles
reflects stability of the two major mantle upwellings.
The positioning of mantle upwelling above the African and Pacific
LLSVP regions of the lowermost mantle is consistent with flow patterns
observed in thermochemical convection models19. Our observation
a Dipole

that these upwellings have remained stably positioned above the current
LLSVP regions may indicate that these LLSVPs form stable ‘anchors’
that organize mantle flow and surface tectonics11. Indeed, plume ascent
from the edges of the LLSVPs12,20 has been used to define an absolute
reference frame for plate motions8 that allows palaeogeography to be
reconstructed into the deep past24. Our observation of quadrupole
stability indicates that the two LLSVP regions have remained separate
and in their current locations since at least the beginning of the
Mesozoic era, and were not forced into these locations by flow patterns
governed by supercontinental surface tectonics since then27. Thus, if a
transition from degree-1 to degree-2 convection occurred after the
formation of Pangea7 (that is, after about 320 Myr ago), it probably
occurred before about 250 Myr ago. The dipole and quadrupole amplitudes (Supplementary Fig. 3) have been decreasing slowly and in concert
since the mid-Mesozoic and do not exhibit evidence of a transition
between dominant modes (Supplementary Fig. 3). Dipole and quadrupole locations are also rarely co-located (Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Fig. 6), which suggests that coupling between the two systems tends to
suppress degree-1 upwelling in the vicinity of degree-2 downwelling.
Instead, persistent degree-2 upwelling arising from the two LLSVP
structures may induce convergent flow in the lowermost mantle that
consolidates these structures into their current geometries20, thus protecting and isolating them over geological timescales19. The surface
expression of this flow pattern is recorded in the geologic record of
plate tectonics.

METHODS SUMMARY
Dipole. We define the ‘plate tectonic dipole’ D as the direct integration of the plate
motion velocity field v over the Earth’s surface A0 (Supplementary Fig. 1):
ð
3
vdA
ð1Þ
D~
2A0
A0

Here the normalization is chosen (see Supplementary Information) so that the
amplitude of D represents the magnitude of motion of the ‘pure’ dipole on the
equator midway between the positive and negative dipole locations (Supplementary Fig. 2b).
Quadrupole and net stretching. Higher-order net characteristics can be computed
by integrating the outer product of the unit normal vector ^r and v (Supplementary
Fig. 1), and separating the resulting tensor L into symmetric (M) and antisymmetric (N) components:
ð
1
^r6vdA
ð2Þ
MzN~L~
A0
A0

b Quadrupole
Note that the
ð diagonal components of L always sum to zero because
1
^r vdA and ^r\v everywhere (Supplementary Fig. 1). The three
tr(L) ~
A0
.

A0

independent components of N form the net rotation vector according to

Rk ~3Nij eijk 2 (see Supplementary Information). The three eigenvalues of the
symmetric M matrix (m1 . m2 . m3) form the diagonalized matrix MD, which is
simply M expressed in a coordinate system defined by the corresponding eigenvectors m1, m2, and m3. We can decompose MD into ‘quadrupole’ (Q) and ‘net
stretching’ (S) matrices as:
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Figure 3 | Temporal evolution of plate tectonic net characteristics.
a, b, Plate tectonic dipole (a) and quadrupole (b) locations as a function of age
for a reconstruction of plate motions since the Triassic period (Supplementary
Fig. 6). Symbols as in Fig. 1, with colours indicating reconstruction age and sizes
indicating dipole or quadrupole magnitude (Supplementary Fig. 3). Notice the
stability of the plate tectonic dipole near eastern Asia (a) and the divergent
(negative) quadrupole above the eastern edges of the two LLSVPs (denoted here
as pink hatching showing where shear waves at 2,800 km are .1% slow12)
beneath Africa and the Pacific (b). Alternative reconstructions9
(Supplementary Figs 4 and 5) show similar stability of these features.
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where the positive and negative elements of Q correspond to eigenvectors m1 and
m3 respectively (Fig. 1c), and the unique (middle) element of S corresponds to
eigenvector m2 (Fig. 1d). The piercing points of the eigenvectors 6m1, 6m2 and
6m3 thus define the positive (convergent) quadrupoles, the net stretching poles
(also null quadrupoles), and the negative (divergent) quadrupoles, respectively
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(Fig. 1c and 1d). We have defined Q 5 6m1 1 3m2 and S~15m2 =4 so that these
values correspond to the maximum velocity magnitudes within the ‘pure’ quadrupole and net stretching velocity fields (see Supplementary Information). Note
that the net stretching deformation (Fig. 1d) reverses to become ‘net flattening’
(polar extension and equatorial compression) if S , 0 (m2 , 0).
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